Missed
opportunities?
An appr aisal of Hobar t’s CBD

T h e H o b a r t U r b a n P r o f i l e : R e p o r t n o. 2

The Hobart Urban Profile is a community-linked
research initiative of the Housing and Community
Research Unit at the University of Tasmania. The
Profile series will release the results of empirical
research charting the position and conditions of
a variety of social, economic and political aspects
of Hobart and its surrounding region. The Profile
places research evidence and forward-looking
summaries into the hands of all who are interested
in the city’s future. Please check our webpage for
fur ther repor ts (www.utas.edu.au/hacru/HUP)
or, if you are interested in future repor ts and
seminars organised by the Unit, please contact us
(www.utas.edu.au/hacru).

O v e rv i e w
‘A m o r e s u s t a i n a b l e s p a t i a l
approach enhances a city’s livability
and at tr ac tiveness… mul tinodal approaches favouring the
development of mixed-use areas with
many transport options… Changes in
travel behaviour will happen only if
the alternatives to the private car
are made attractive and are linked to
changes in land use and the provision
of affordable housing’ (Organisation
for Economic Cooperation and
Development, 2006, p.21).

This study was concerned with assessing the

This repor t considers the need to identify

costs associated with inefficient uses of the urban

opportunity sites for residential development

spaces in inner-city Hobart. Working from the

under conditions of growing housing stress

premise that metropolitan spaces have become

and economic development in the Tasmanian

increasingly important in terms of determining

context. As an example of the need for such

a region’s national and global competitiveness

appraisal the report looks at the central business

and being mindful of the contemporary issues

district (CBD) of Hobart and the dominance of

specific to Hobart (i.e. housing affordability; an

current land uses which differ significantly from

aging population; economic development; and,

the kind of residential re-orientation that has

the need to manage the uncertainty of energy/

been seen in other Australian state capitals.

environmental constraints) this study showed
that there was considerable need for greater
balance in the diversity of land-uses in this area,
particularly residential land uses. Such diversity
is essential if Tasmania and Hobart wish to make
this central area of Hobart more accessible and
‘livable’, and, in doing so, contribute significantly
to competitiveness, and therefore the viability,
of the broader region.

We focus on the dominance of car-related industry in this area (on fifty sites) which provides a
low-density function while eroding the quality
and integrity of the existing streetscape. We
argue that not only does the dominance of this
sector prevent wider residential opportunities
from being realised but also that the wider
economic spin-offs from a high quality and
high amenity central city neighbourhood are
hindered without a strategic plan that reflects
ambitions for greater diversity of uses, including
residential, commercial and office functions.
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i n t ro d u c t i o n
I n J u l y 1956 , H o b a r t C i t y C o u n c i l o r,
Colin Philip, argued:

‘we have to convince ourselves,
as well as the public, that the motor
vehicle poses the biggest problem
for us in the future and right now.
A problem we must solve if we are
to keep Hobar t a living, growing,
healthy city’ (Petrow, 1995:145).

Valuing the central city
Over the past half century the urban cores
of cities like Hobart, state capitals and world
cities alike have seen pronounced residential
growth, a growing interest in urban life and
vitality. These places have often undergone a
kind of renaissance as industrial functions have
declined or moved to other locations. Areas
like central Melbourne and Sydney now provide

Cities are important generators of wealth,
employment and productivity growth and often
quoted as the engines of their national economies. Productivity levels are generally higher
in metropolitan areas and the increased trade
and capital flows give rise to increased flows
of people, goods, capital, services and ideas.
… The growing economic and demographic
importance of metro-regions and their increasing relations to the worldwide economy raises

Over fifty-years on we assess the opportunities

entertainment, exciting and diverse residential

for Hobart in its central district and the apparent

neighbourhoods as well as new opportunities

need for a planning framework to enable the

for economic and commercial functions that

In short vibrant inner-city metropolitan spaces

city to move towards a sustainable, residential

drive broader interest in these locations as

can act as ‘magnets’ to attract businesses, con-

and diverse urban core. The appraisal in this

destinations by visitors and tourists. Inner-urban

sumers (e.g. tourists but also consumers from

report highlights that this area1 is dominated by

areas have also become more important with

surrounding regions looking for an ‘inner-city’

one land-use function, car-related industry, and

the increased inf luence of global economic

experience), and workers (par ticularly young

that this dominance detracts from a need to

processes. As the Organisation for Economic

and highly skilled workers who generally place

provide increased housing supply, an intrinsically

Cooper ation and Development (OECD,

a premium on accessing the lifestyle associated

interesting streetscape and broader objectives

2006:3) explained in its report, ‘Competitive

with living in an ‘inner-city’ area). This, in turn,

of travel and economic efficiencies.

Cities and the Global Economy’

produces its own socio-economic multiplier

important policy issues.

effects, generating an ‘urban culture’ specific
to the city, which fur ther contributes to the
diversity and attractiveness of a metropolitan
region.

1 The selected study areas was bounded by
Bathurst Street in the South, Harrington Street in the
West, Warwick Street in the North and Campbell
Street in the East.
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Why is this important for Hobart & Tasmania?
As the capital of Tasmania, Hobart’s
role in bringing investment, economic
opportunity and its public role as the
emblematic urban centre is perhaps
self-evident. However, exis ting
planning guidelines present an
outdated vision of the metropolitan
region which has the potential to
undermine the key role that might
be played by city’s core. Not only
does the city contain one of the
largest densities of listed heritage
buildings in Australia but, side-byside, these sites share the central city
space with broad streetscapes that
are dominated by car parks, nonresidential ‘empty’ neighbourhoods
and high speed one-way systems
that diminish pedestrian roles and
interest.

These challenges include:
-

-

however its effectiveness is confined to

census showed that the median age of
the population living in Greater Hobart
had increased from 36-years in 2001 to
38-years in 2007 – Hobart (like the rest
of Australia) will need to be more strategic in how it seeks to attract and retain
younger members to its population;
-

the small segment of the ‘Sullivans Cove’

An aging population. The 20 06

The economy: Hobart faces a competitive national and international market in
terms of attracting and retaining busi-

area of Hobart.
The development and implementation of a metropolitan strategy that seeks an efficient and
sustainable approach to how Hobart envisages
its inner-city urban area can make an important
contribution to addressing these issues.
As a means of generating debate on how Hobart
may go about achieving this, we pose the following questions:
-

How much of the inner-city of Hobart
is devoted to car-related land-use functions?

-

What are the housing and urban economic implications of this?

nesses to the city, as well as the necessary skilled workforce to suppor t this
growth;
-

Hobar t also needs to find appropriate

(e.g. the increasing costs of transport) will

competitive businesses and workers, which, in

present to the city and how it functions

turn, would assist in generating sustainable social

economically and socially over the next

and economic development for both Hobar t

few decades.
-

Hobart’s ability to adjust to these economic, social and environmental changes
is inhibited by outdated planning
schemes that are no over 25-years
old. Currently the Hobart metropolitan
region is covered by three planning
schemes : the Batter y Point Planning
Scheme 1979 (BPPS); the City of Hobart
Planning Scheme 1982 (CHPS); and the
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aforementioned changes and challenges,

achieve broader goals of sustainability;

energy and environmental issues

strategy.

the SCPS is far more sensitive to the

additional supply should be located to

in the core area. Second, by attracting globally

pursue a successful ‘city-region’ development

planning scheme developed for Hobart,

to think strategically about where this

the much-needed supply of accommodation

that act to inhibit the capacity of the city to

Hobart faces. As the most contemporary

increase Hobart’s supply of housing but

means of managing the challenges that

a number of population and urban challenges

the above changes and challenges that

par ticular there is a need not only to

strategy to serve two functions. First, boosting

and Tasmania. However, presently Hobart faces

two Schemes, because of their age, ignore

A decline in the availability of affordable and good quality housing. In

We suggest that Hobar t needs a coherent
and effective planning vision, a metropolitan

preserved), the planning objectives of the

We conducted a study that quantif ied the
amount of space within this area related to
car-use functions. Collated in Attachment (B)
are the results of a quantitative analysis that
counted the number of car retailers (i.e. purchase, rental, parts and services) and ‘off-street’
public car parks and the amount of space these
land-uses ‘consumed’. A photographic series was
compiled to highlight the visual impact of these
functions on the existing area.
Our primary aim is to provoke a
public debate about the potential
future opportunities for this area,
among others in promoting a
sustainable, vital and residential
function for this area.

Sullivans Cove Planning Scheme 1997

The area being studied includes eight different

(SCPS, administered by the Sullivans Cove

precincts under the CHPS (Precincts 1, 2, 4,

Waterfront Authority). While the BPPS

5A, 6A, 7, 8A and 9). The land use objectives

and CHPS served important purposes at

outlined by the CHPS range from high to low

the time in which they were developed

density retail, commercial, administrative,

and implemented (e.g. the BPPS enabled

service and community activities and sought

the heritage value of Battery Point to be

to ‘progressively eliminate’ vacant land from
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key findings
the urban landscape. However the ‘Zone
Objectives and Statements of Desired Future
Character’ in two of the dominant precincts

Many shops in this area are set back from the

in the study area – 6A and 9 –specify the role

road for their car parks which creates non-

(broader than the CBD study area noted

of the automotive industry in the planning and

traditional and open streetscapes with large

here) were comprised of the following:

development of this area of Hobart. For instance

driveways conflicting with pedestrian uses of

the CHPS determined that the Murray Precinct

pavements.

(No.9) ‘should contain a diversity of uses such
as wholesaling, light industry and automotive
businesses’ and that ‘these activities should be

-

Dwellings in the inner-city Hobart area

• 20 per cent were separate houses; 34
per cent semi-detached/row/terrace/

Existing population and housing charac-

town house; 22 per cent flat units or

teristics of inner Hobart

apartments.

encouraged to intensify’ (Hobart City Council,

The 2006 Australian Census provides a window

• 14 per cent were fully owned (com-

2007: 26).

on the contemporary population and housing

pared to 34 per cent in Greater

characteristics of inner-city Hobart:

Hobart); 16 per cent being purchased

The results show that this vision set out by the
CHPS has come to fruition in many respects.
The total land and f loor space counted in
this study accounts for more than 48,000m²,

Population:
-

highlighting the high consumption of space taken
by car-related functions in inner Hobar t. A
-

category for Greater Hobart); 53 per

There are 1,745 persons living in the

cent of homes were rented in inner-

inner-city of Hobar t. This population

city Hobar t, while only 25 per cent

accounts for less than 1 per cent of the

were rented in Greater Hobart.

total population of Greater Hobart.

GoogleEarth picture of the area shows that a

(34 per cent of housing fell into this

• Of those homes rented, 55 per cent

The population of inner-city Hobart has

were rented by real estate agents

towards car-transport and is also of a low density.

declined by almost a quar ter (23 per

(Greater Hobart = 32 per cent); 3 per

Specifically this area accommodates more than

cent), compared to 5 per cent growth of

cent by the State Housing Authority,

45 different car/transpor t-related retailers.

the Greater Hobart region since 2001.

compared to 24 per cent in Greater

significant propor tion of the land is oriented

Furthermore, many car-transport retailers and
a number of other businesses also in this area

-

The median age of this population was
30 representing a decline from 37 in

have car parks for their customers.

-

other ‘landlord types’ in both areas.

the 2001 Census and was significantly

• The median rent of homes was also

younger than the median age of 38 for

significantly higher in inner-city Hobart

Greater Hobart.

($230) compared to greater Hobart

The median weekly income for individuals

($150).

living in the inner-city Hobar t ($527)

The study found that residential land-uses in the

was also $82 higher than that of Greater

area were minimal. However, residential build-

Hobart ($445).

ings are emerging in some locations. Similarly,

Household structure and Housing:
-

Hobart; 41 of homes were rented by

a number of vacant sites (i.e. on Harrington
Street – between Patrick St and Warwick St;

Average household size has increased

and on Argyle Street – between Patrick St and

in inner-city Hobar t from 1.9 to 2.1,

Warwick St, and at the corner with Melville St)

however remains below the Greater

show that there is existing potential for further

Hobart average of 2.4.

residential development in this area.

• Families make up 45 per cent of the
total households in inner-city Hobart,
significantly lower than the 69 per cent
proportion of Greater Hobart.
• 35 per cent of households were loneperson households; compared to 28
per cent in Greater Hobart.
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i m p l i c at i o n s
The streetscape of this area is already
medium-high density in terms of
its existing dwelling structures yet
it is clear that there is scope for
improvement and gains in the area.
However, the population in inner-city
Hobart is declining at a time when
central city areas are both increasing
in value, density and opportunities
for their wider metropolitan areas.
The car not only dominates
the way people move around
Hobart but also the commercial
functions of this area and its
streetscape.

The situation described here (wider housing

A broader ‘city-region’ strategy for

affordability problems; an aging population; stra-

H o b a r t wo u l d h e l p t o e n co u r ag e

tegic economic development; and, the need to

medium-density residential development

manage the uncertainty of energy/environmen-

in the inner-city (i.e. a locationally sensitive,

tal constraints) draws attention to the problem

urban consolidation approach) could be used

of the visual impact that a lack of diversity in

to address the above issues and maximize the

our inner-city currently offers. As the pictures

potential of this area. As we show below, and

throughout this report show, the problem of

given that inner Hobart current has 869 dwell-

the dominance of one economic function is also

ings, around 50,000m2 could be created in

present in its visual impact and the way in which

the area, generating a growth of nearly

this has squeezed out other opportunities. In this

800 dwellings (a 91 per cent increase, see

context a strategic planning framework

Annex below for details). This assumes only half

that stresses traditional streetscapes, a

of the existing car-related uses are changed in

predisposition towards residential and

time, further scenarios could be considered with

office/commercial functions as business

more or less residential development.

leases turnover could be used to help
create a new neighbourhood with diverse
functions, a revitalized economic and
social base and with a broader role in
terms of the economic opportunities for
Hobart. The economic implications of a lack of
visual amenity is described by OPEC:

Medium-density residential development
would produce a number of economic
multipliers for the immediate area
and for the Greater Hobart region. For
example, employment opportunities and other
business would be generated through the construction of new dwellings. A medium-density

‘a good and attractive environment

residential development could be diversified

may not be an alternative to economic

to include commercial and retail space at the

success but may rather contribute

street level, which would further contribute to

to it ; as in the knowledge-based

the economic growth of the region as well as

economy highly qualified professionals

assist in diversifying the economic base of the

with scarce skills can choose where

inner-city local economy. Residential develop-

to live from among different cities’

ment would also boost a local consumer-base

(Organisation for Economic Coopera-

in the inner-city, lead to increased revenues for

tion and Development, 2006: 20).

the City, and consolidate the long-term viability
of businesses located in this region.
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i m p l i c at i o n s
Medium-density residential development would provide accommodation
for young skilled workers and act as a

Last, a medium-density residential development

feature to attract such skilled labour into

approach would also provide a means of manag-

the region by retaining skilled graduates

ing the energy/environmental constraints that

from UTAS seeking neighbourhoods and

arising, and one that will continue, for Hobart.

services with a distinctive buzz as well

Residential development in inner-city

as similar workers interstate and glob-

Hobart would assist with reductions in

ally. Such improvements in the visual impact of

the dependence on car-transport by

Hobart would also have economic implications,

matching the locations of residential

assisting in attracting and generating additional

opportunities with work opportunities.

tourist dollars in the Hobart area. The ability

A consolidation of residential, work and leisure

to attract skilled workers into the region feeds

spaces through medium-density residential

into a mutually reinforcing process of attracting

development would facilitate more efficient use

new businesses to establish in Hobart. Another

of public transport, reduce travel times for new

economic benefit of medium-density residential

residents and assist in creating a community

development in the inner-city of Hobart is that

in a space that is currently empty at night, yet

it would help to ease the problem of housing

busy by day. The opportunities for this key site

affordability by boosting supply. As housing

are multiple and yet, to date, appear to have

researcher, Judith Yates (2001: 517) explains

been neglected.

‘urban consolidation strategies continue to assist
in maintaining the supply of affordable housing’.

Rowland Atkinson

Residential development would assist in easing

Rae Dufty

the ‘affordability crisis’ in Hobart, not necessarily

Loïc Pichot

by providing affordable accommodation but by

Housing and Community Research Unit

boosting supply and thus deflating price pres-

University of Tasmania

sures in this area.
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annex
Annex:

The

housing

supply

potential of Hobart’s 50,000m2 opportunit y area

Using these assumptions the following ratios

As the above discussion outlined, an urban

were created to assess how many extra dwell-

strategy that seeks to improve the socio-

ings could be created in inner-city Hobart with

economic diversity of how the inner-city area

50,000m2.

of Hobart is used offers a number of positive
1-bedroom

2-bedroom

3-bedroom

business, citizens, Governments etc). Central

Ratio of
1:2:3-bedroom

to the pursuit of this socio-economic diversity

10:80:10

100

615

63

778

is the need to increase the housing stock in this

20:60:20

200

462

125

787

10:40:50

100

308

313

721

opportunities for a variety of stakeholders (e.g.

location. To evaluate the ‘housing potential’ of
the area in question, this study developed a basic
model using the following assumptions:
-

Total

Given that the inner-city of Hobar t current

Approximately 50,000 m 2 in the area

has 869 dwellings 50,000m2 has the potential

bounded by Bathur s t , Har r ing ton,

capacity of increasing the available dwellings in

Warwick and Campbell Streets was cur-

the area by 91 per cent.

rently devoted to car-transport, either in
terms of retail business or as parking.
-

We suggest that around half of this area
could be redirected for mixed residential/
business uses (i.e. 25,000m2) leaving the
remainder to be maintained for current
(or other) uses, though clearly any
scenario would require transitions over
time.

-

Development would be medium-density
– in this scenario 3 floors, thus producing
a total of 75,000m2.

-

The first floor of the Development would
be allocated for business use (25,000m 2)
– this would assist in increasing the diversity of the economic roles in the area.

-

The remaining two floors would be used
for residential units (50,000m2)

-

1-bedroom units were allocated 50m2 /
unit; 2-bedroom units were allocated
65m 2 /unit; and, 3-bedroom units were
allocated 80m2 /unit.
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at ta c h m e n t ( A )

Plate 1: The Study area for this report within Hobart’s CBD

Plate 2: Study Area, source: GoogleEarth (2007)
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at ta c h m e n t ( B )
NAME OF THE COMPANY

ACTIVITIES

SIZE IN M²

HARRINGTON STREET
Waynes (Cnr Brisbane St)

Used Car Sales

540

Bargain Car Rental

Car Rental

370

Jackson Motor Company – Volkswagen

Car Sales

950

Mercedes-Benz – Light Commercial Vehicles

Sales

780

Gateway Autos (Cnr Patrick St)

Used Car Sales

600

Beaurepairs (Cnr Brisbane St)

Repair, Tyres, Wheels, Batteries

720

Alpine

Car audio

100

Jacksons (under Leisure Living, Cnr Melville St)

Automobile Lock Servicing

450

Lo-Cost Auto Rent

Car Rental

500

MURRAY STREET

ELIZABETH STREET
Car Park (Melville St & Brisbane St)

Public Car Park

4,000

Capital Motors – Renault & Proton

Car Sales

1,600

Auto Brake Service ABS

Brakes, Clutch, Suspension, Vehicle Servicing

600

North City Cars

Used Car Sales

390

Auto World (Cnr Warwick St)

Used Car Sales

1,300

Repco

Auto Parts and Accessories

1,000

Tasma Car Sales

Used Car Sales

700

DriveTime

Car Rental, Repair

250

Performance Automobiles Citroën, Alfa Romeo & Fiat

Car Sales

750

Fogarty Automotive Services (Cnr Patrick St)

Car Services

100

Syd Rogers

Auto Electrical Repair

Tassie Cars / Hobart City Commercials

Used Car Sales

Wells

Towning Storage

750

Burson Auto Parts

Accessories Shop

700

Bridgestone

Tyre Services

550

Euro Central

Used Car Sales

2,000

Argyle Quality Cars (Cnr Brisbane St)

Used Car Sales

300

Toyota Co-Op (Cnr Brisbane St)

Used Car Sales

1,600

Tasmanian Exhaust & Muffler Warehouse

Exhaust, Extractors, Sport Systems, Brakes, Suspensions

600

Good Year

Car Services

650

Hobart Autos

Used Car Sales

350

ARGYLE STREET
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at ta c h m e n t ( B )
CAMPBELL STREET
Bathurst Auto Repairs

Repair

400

DJ Motors (from the Cnr Brisbane St) – Mitsubishi & Mazda

New Car Sales, Used Car Sales & Car Parts

Wells Bodyworks

Bodyworks

500

North Hobart Motors Co

Used Car Sales

250

Toyospec Automotive

Car Service & Repairs

300

Automotive Paint Repairs

Car Paint Repairs

200

Vehicle Inspection

Car Inspection

Dowling McCarthy Tyres

Tyres

Performance Automobiles Service Center –
Volvo, Porsche, Mercedes, Subaru, Alfa Romeo & Citroën

Car Services

2,600

Tilford – Ford

Used Car Sales, New Car Sales and Car Services

1,200

TJM

4WD Equipment

Honda Central

Used Car Sales, New Car Sales and Car Services

Sparco

Tyres, Batteries and Auto Parts

600

Specialist Car Centre

Repair

300

Hobart Central Car Park

Public Multistorey Car Park

2,500

Melville Car Park

Public Car Park

3,400

Paul’s Bodyworks

Bodyworks

200

Precision Car Care

Repair

400

Selective Car Rental E&M Exhaust & Tyres

Car Rental & Auto Parts

Avis Vehicle Returns

Car Rental

5,300

PATRICK STREET

1,200
850

BRISBANE STREET
550
1,600

MELVILLE STREET

BATHURST STREET
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